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FREE STANDING 
AERIAL RIG FOR 
AERIALS AND 
AERIAL YOGA



General information and application: 

Tripod – a free-standing structure for dancing in the air and aerial yoga is 
a specialised steel frame for exercises and shows. 

The structure can be unfolded to a height of 3.65 m or 4.80 m or 6.0 m, 
which gives You many opportunities for training; as well as allows You to 
safely place the structure on stage, indoors or outdoors. 

The structure allows: 

• Safe training and shows on a hammock, aerial silks, rope, aerial hoop, 
trapeze or other props 

• Safe training and shows on the above-mentioned props of 1-2 people 
with a total weight of 200 kg 

• Suspending props on a block to quickly dismantle or change them 

• Safe play for children – swinging and spinning in a pendulum plane or 
running in a circle 

• Indoor and outdoor training and shows 

• Mobility – consists of small parts that you carry in a passenger car 

• Durability – powder coated steel provides strength and weather 
resistance
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Technical information: 

6 m high tripod – Elements: 

- 15 steel tubes 139 cm long with threads 

- 3 steel feet with attachment to the steel ropes and the prop 
mounting block system  

- Feet taped with special rubber to protect the structure from 
slipping as well as to protect the ground on which the 
structure is placed. 

- 1 upper element with eye hook 

- optional: trapeze spreader bar 

- 3 sets of steel ropes connecting the legs of the structure (at 3 
different heights of set-up) 

Additionally in the set you receive: 

- 2 sets of work gloves 

- Thread lubricant 

- Brush – tube/thread cleaning bore brush 

- Instruction manuals 

- Tools and spare parts 

All elements (tubes, feet, top element, feet) are powder-
coated in the catalogue colour, or on customer request in 
another colour. 

Weight of all elements: 82 kg 



STRENGTH

Minimum Breaking Strength 
(MBS): 3,920 kg. 

Permissible Working Load: 200 
kg 

Maximum static load: 11.48 kN 

Maximum dynamic load: 4.36 kN 

Working Load Limit (WLL): 191 kg 

Safety Factor (SF): 1:2 

Tests are based on standards: 

PN-EN 913:2019-03 

PN-EN 1176-1:2017-12 

The product is certified. 



Elements of the structure
Right: Top element - top view. 

Left: Top piece with a short hook.

On the left: 

Short and long hook. 

Install the short one to the top 
element, without the spread 
bar. 

Install the long hook to the 
upper element together with 
the spread bar.

Top element with spread bar 

top and side view.

On the left: 

Spread bar for attaching a 
trapeze /   2-point hammock or 
aerial hoop



Construction foot

On the right: 

Structure foot with connected 
bolt (+ leg). As well as 2 steel 

cables linking the structure. 

The steel cables run from 1st to 
2nd feet and 2nd to 3rd feet. 

And from 3rd to 1st one. 

After connecting the steel cables 
with a 17 wrench and pliers, 

tighten the bolt that connects the 
leg to the foot. 

Left: Steel cables for connecting the legs of the 
structure. 

3 lengths: the shortest are used for the lowest version 
of the structure (3.6 m high). We use medium lines for 
the middle level of the structure (4.6 m high). The 
longest lines connect the legs of the highest structure 
(6 m high).

Bolts connecting the foot with 
the legs of the structure.

The foot of the structure with a 
connected bolt screwed into the 

pipe (leg).



Clamp for rigging/attaching the rope. 

The clamp is mounted on the lowest pipe 
- the one that connects to the foot of the 
structure. 

The clamp has 4 Allen screws. We put the 
clamp on the leg (pipe) of the structure 
and tighten the screws tightly with an 
Allen key 6. 

Tighten the screws evenly. 

It is good to place the clamp on the inside 
of the leg (closer to the center of the 
structure) so that the carabinier and rope 
attached to it do not hit the leg and 
damage the cover paint. 

After 1st assembly, you can leave the 
clamp on the leg. Remember to properly 
secure the clamp and the leg during 
transport / storage - watch out for 
scratches of the paint.

Toolkit: 

From left to right: 

Lubricant - before the first assembly, lubricate the threads of 
the pipes (legs) of the structure. 

Pliers - are used to tighten screws and eye hooks 

Wrench 22 - is used to tighten the nut from the eye hook 

Wrench 17 - is used to tighten the bolts connecting the legs of 
the structure with its feet 

Allen 6 - is used to attach the clamp 

Allen 5 - is used to tighten the bolt for fastening the cables 
between the feet of the structure 

Gloves - 2 pairs - protect hands during assembly / 
disassembly.
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Stages of assembly:  

NOTE: At least 2 people are required for assembly. Min. Assembly time 
is 15 minutes from the moment of preparing all elements.  

Preparation of elements depending on the target height:  

• Each leg consists of 5 tubes which we screw together  

• The number of tubes depends on the height we want to achieve: 3.65 
m – each leg will consist of 3 tubes; 4.80 m – each leg will consist of 4 
tubes; 6 m – each leg will consist of 5 tubes.  

• We check if there is a layer of grease on the threads, if not you should 
apply a small amount of grease  

• We check that all the parts are clean – there is no sand or dust on them 
– if not with a cloth and a brush – we clean them.  

Mounting: 

1. The upper element is placed in the centre of the place where the 
tripod is to stand. Attach a spread bar with a long hook or a short 
hook to the upper element (check: construction elements). 

2. Screw 3 tubes to the upper element and turn it over – so that the 
tubes stand on the ground. 

3. Connect a prop to the eye hook, or a rope on the block, on which the 
prop is then suspended. (If you attach the trapeze to the crossbar - 
make sure that after setting up the structure it is at the desired height 
or hang it from the ropes and blocks or from special bands to change 
the height of the trapeze suspension).  

4. Then screw another tube into each tube one by one. We suggest that 
one person hold the structure, slightly tilting it and the other person 
screw another tube. ALL LEGS SHOULD BE THE SAME LENGTH!  



5. The penultimate stage is screwing the tubes to the feet. It should 
be noted that the feet have elements for fixing the ropes – they 
must be closer to the centre of the structure and not outside the 
foot. 

If they are outside, we will not connect the structure with steel 
ropes. If you screw the tube to the foot wrongly – you can turn the 
foot to the right position by adjusting its position by tightening or 
unscrewing it slightly on the thread of the foot. 

6. The last step is to connect the legs with steel ropes. Put the steel 
rope loop through the screw in the foot and tighten it. If the rope is 
too short, it means that you have to move the foot of the structure 
so that you can catch the rope. The ropes mark the "body" of the 
structure - if they are too short, it means that you have to move the 
legs of the structure closer to the centre. If the ropes are too loose 
after installation, it means that you have to move the legs of the 
structure away from each other to tighten the ropes. 

Diameter – distance between legs depending on the height of Tripod structure. 

Wysokość - heigh; średnica - diameter



Training or show
Training in the garden or indoors: 

If you are planning to use the structure as a fixed element for hanging 
equipment, make sure that the structure is on level ground (lawn, 
concrete, wood, floor). 

It is not recommended to set up the structure on the sand (on the 
beach) if you do not protect the legs of the structure from sand or if 
you do not provide a level surface. The structures can be safely placed 
in a room, hall, gym, house. Special rubbers will protect the floor from 
damage. However, if you are worried about the surface, you can put an 
additional layer under the structure's feet, e.g. a carpet, extra rubber 
or mat. 

The structure is weatherproof; however, remember that your prop and 
its accessories may be damaged if you leave them exposed to wind, 
sun or rain. If you do not plan to train for a long time, remove the prop 
and accessories from the structure. 

Shows: 

The structure can be used for artistic presentations. It can be unfolded 
on stage, in front of the stage or in any place where you want to do  
a show. The unfolded structure can be moved (min. 3 people). Under 
the unfolded structure you can safely walk, stand and dance. If your 
performance is part of a larger show you can incorporate the structure 
into the stage design or include it in the choreography. Elements of 
the set design can be attached to the structure (light, NOT spotlights).

Wysokość - heigh; rozstaw - spacing



Dismantling method: 

ATTENTION: For dismantling you need min. 2 people. Min. 
dismantling time is 15 minutes. 

1. Make sure that no one is on a prop and secure the 
dismantling site – only those dismantling the structure may 
be on the site. If necessary, appoint an additional person to 
guard the area. 

2. Unhook the lines connecting the feet of the structure 

3. If your prop is hanging from a rope on a block, remove the 
rope from your foot, lower the prop and leave the rope 
hanging loose in the axis of the structure. 

4. Unscrew the tubes with the feet of the structure – as in 
assembly – one person tilts the structure and the other 
person unscrews the lower tube. Follow this procedure until 
you reach the upper part. 

5. If you already have the top piece and the first 3 tubes, 
unhook the rope and block or unhook the prop. Place the 
upper part on the floor/ground so that the tubes are facing 
upwards and while holding the upper part, unscrew the last 3 
tubes. 

6. Make sure all parts are undamaged and clean. 

7. You can unscrew the feet from the lower tubes or leave them 
twisted together. 



Maintenance and storage: 

Store folded structure in a dry, ventilated place. Protect the 
structure from dirt or dust, corrosive substances, sharp objects or 
extreme temperatures. 

The folded structure can be stored outdoors or indoors, but its 
condition must be checked regularly. 

Transportation: 

During transport, all components must be protected from scratches 
and moving around the vehicle.

Tripods – 15 tubes, 3 legs, 3 set-up heights, with or without a crossbar to suspend the trapeze.
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Guarantee: 

The manufacturer's warranty is granted for a period of 12 months from the 
date of purchase of the structure. The warranty covers material, structural 
and varnish defects. 

The warranty does not cover damage to the paint coating resulting from 
mechanical damage (contact with sharp objects, damage during transport 
or improper storage of the structure). 

Duration of use: 

If the structure is properly maintained, it can be used for an unlimited 
period. However, if the structure is damaged, it should be destroyed and 
taken out of service. The duration of use is affected by the conditions of use 
and storage of the structure. If these conditions are unfavourable (read 
maintenance and storage), the time of use may be reduced. 

Inspections: 

It is recommended that the user of the structure should make a visual 
inspection of the elements of the structure during each use (assembly/
disassembly). It is recommended to have the elements of the structure 
inspected once every 12 months by a person with knowledge and 
competence – it is best to ask the manufacturer of the structure for the 
inspection, who will recommend a suitable specialist. If you notice any 
defects or irregularities, please contact the manufacturer immediately, do 
not use the structure until the situation is clarified and do not carry out the 
repairs interfering with the structure elements yourself. 

Procedure in case of an accident: 

If the structure has been involved in an accident – the structure or people 
on the structure have been injured, do not use the structure until the 
causes of the accident have been established and the technical condition 
of the structure has been checked by a competent person. The structure 
may only be used again after a positive technical opinion has been given.



Before the training or show, you should check the structure – 
stability, tension of the ropes connecting the legs, the prop and the 
elements used to suspend the prop. 

- We recommend that you start your training or show with a warm-
up on the ground or floor. 

- In case of irregularities, we recommend to contact the 
manufacturer immediately. 

- Do not make repairs or changes to the structure yourself. 

- Minors should train and perform under the supervision of adult 
carers. 

- We recommend training in the presence of other people who 
can take rescue and intervention measures in case of an accident. 

- Only healthy people who are not under the influence of alcohol 
or other intoxicating substances may train or perform. 

- The training or show must be performed in the appropriate 
costume. 

- It is recommended to use a protection mattress. 

- It is not recommended to lend the structure to third parties who 
do not have knowledge of assembly and disassembly of the 
structure. 

Comments



• 3 height possibilities 

• Informational pictures – correct 
arrangement of the structure 

• Manufacturer's data

Photos and 
Technical 
drawings
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First 3 tubes – RIGG 
the prop now!

Lowest level 3,65 m 
enough for aerial 

yoga practice

Level 2: 4 m all props

Level 3: 6 m all props



3 POSSIBILITIES 
HEIGHT 

DIMENSIONS 
AND DISTANCE 



Diameter – distance between legs depending on the height of Tripod structure. 

Wysokość - heigh; średnica - diameter



PROPERLY SET UP STRUCTURE 
SHOULD HAVE TIGHT ROPES 
BETWEEN THE LEGS. 

THE UPPER PICTURE SHOWS THE 
LOOSE ROPES – THE INCORRECT 
SPACING OF THE STRUCTURE. 

THE LOWER PICTURE SHOWS 
CORRECTLY TENSIONED ROPES 
CONNECTING THE LEGS OF THE 
STRUCTURE.  



ASSEMBLY DISASSEMBLY: 

1ST PERSON TILTS THE STRUCTURE, 

2ND PERSON MOUNTS THE TUBE. 

NOTE! 

AT THE BEGINNING, THE STRUCTURE 
LEANS TO THE SIDE – LEAN SLOWLY 
AND GENTLY TO PREVENT THE 
STRUCTURE FROM OVERTURNING. 



+48 504 027 205 
aerialsilks.eu 

shop@aerialsilks.eu 
NIP (Tax Identification Number): 

PL7272606660
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